What is Pathfinders?

Pathfinders is an unprecedented addition to the Tanah Keeta Summer Camp program. Through Pathfinders, participants can choose from several advanced camping tracks, each respectively focused on different realms of High Adventure. Participants will leave with a better understanding and appreciation of the outdoors!

Whether you’re looking for your first taste of High Adventure or you’re looking for a new fun summer thrills, Pathfinders has something in store for every camper! Our program is available for Scouts BSA, Venturing, Sea Scouts, and Exploring! For information about program eligibility and more on each program track, see our website below.

Explore all of our Pathfinder Tracks!

Aquatics Adventure
Experience Aquatics in a setting like none other! This program takes advantage of our camp’s optimal location with access to spring-fed lakes, riverfront to ocean access, and a newly renovated pool! Explore the waters in activities ranging from SCUBA, Sailing, Watersports, and more!

Trailhead
Get your boots dirty on Trailhead! Hike on with a program meant to develop your skills in outdoor navigation, backpacking, shooting, climbing, wilderness survival, and more! Develop those important scout skills and leave with a better appreciation for the outdoors and wilderness adventure!

Voyageur
Voyageur offers a unique blend of outdoor skills instruction and water navigation. Traverse land and sea while learning important skills including paddling, survival, fishing, and more! Experience Tanah Keeta’s 640-acres of pure south florida wilderness as it was meant to be enjoyed!

Adventure Seekers
For campers between the ages 11-13, our Adventure Seekers program functions as a sampler program for our other Pathfinders tracks. Adventure Seekers is presented at a basis more suitable for younger campers, while still providing a fun week of aquatics, camping, outdoor skills instruction, and more!

Registration is now open!

Find out more on our website:

www.gulfstreamcouncil.org/pathfinders